Bartłomiej Talaga
❖

Visual and sound artist

❖

Photographer

❖

In his artistic work he uses photography, sound, video, installation – he
creates in many forms and conventions. He experiments with technological
processes, treating them as a personal philosophy and development.

❖

An adjunct in the Photography Department in the Lodz Film School.
A designer of photography books, an editor of “TON” magazine. His
artistic output has been presented at exhibitions in Poland and abroad.
Video presentation LINK: https://vimeo.com/424498733

bartlomiejtalaga.com | bartektalaga@gmail.com | instagram.com/bart_te/

Solo exhibition, site-specific, multimedia.
Interphoto, gallery of the Theatre
Academy, Białystok 29.09.2019 – 29.10.2019.
Curator: Hubert Humka

ZPMSKIPF
Zakład przetwórstwa materiałów sztucznych
krystalizacja i procesy fotochemiczne.
[The processing plant of artificial materials,
crystallization and photochemical processes.]

In the processing plant of artificial materials, I initiate
the crystallization process where saturation is
a necessary condition. Every compound which is able to
crystallize has got an inner formula according to which it
grows. If, during an experiment, particles crystallize in
places which cannot be predicted by a geometric net,
a defect occurs. Imperfection of crystal can still be
beautiful and proper provided that it happens according
to “the rules of internal necessity” which Wassily
Kandinsky wrote about in „Concerning the Spiritual in
Art”. Crystallization becomes a metaphor of creativity,
its processes, successes and mistakes. So the processing
plant is the space of experiments where I test all the
impulses which are born from repletion. Newly created
works are usually the expansion of previous works or
they are born from contradiction – searching somewhere
on an opposite site.A span between feeling sense and
dissonance motivates me to synchronize internally.
I try to correlate my works just like instruments are
tuned. That is why, at the exhibition, I present both the
works from the previous projects and the fresh ideas
formed to gallery space. The past permeates into the
present leading me to authentic experience. Finally, the
exhibition was created intuitively, at the place, based on
processing of artificial materials, crystallization and
photochemical processes.
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Crystallization processes: principle, method, metaphor, tool
Free creation based on intuition

1
„Krystalizacja pierwszy eksperyment”
[Crystallization: test 1], Lightbox 40x60 cm.
The first testing – and also successful – crystallization process of copper
sulphate was carried out at the bottom of a beaker. A very thin layer of crystals
adopted the circular shape of the container and cracked right after I managed
to take a picture with the phone I had at hand.

2

To a certain point, I treated the photography marginally – a not particularly
meaningful note. Only when I realized that I had irretrievably lost the disk
with data (photos, film, sketches) that covered the project of documenting the
crystallization processes, I came to value the only as well as best picture of the

"Calling to Alex” – video [00:04:08 ]

first test.

I was supposed to meet with Alex to work with him on the project of a
new book. He was late and I couldn't reach his phone. When he entered
the studio I was waiting at, it turned out that his phone was completely
smashed and the liquid-crystal display screen leaked. The book topic
was put aside. I took the broken phone and, for the next couple of days,
tried various ways of documenting the changes taking place on the
surface of the display. From time to time, the phone would produce
some sad sounds foreshadowing its end. The video is a record of one of
the last messages "sent" by me and a call to the owner.

VIDEO LINK https://vimeo.com/335166551

3
”The S • N” – self-publishing, art-book 33 copies
The S • N is a book in which I try to collect and take a note of important thoughts and
experiences accompanying the appearance of our son. I am trying to capture fleeting
thoughts and, although it is probably impossible, to save the uniqueness of the
experience. In my artistic work, the aesthetic form is as important as the process of
creation and materials used for it. Individual elements, as means of expression, intertwine
with each other, building potential meanings. That’s why I decided to combine several
types of imaging. The starting point was the documentation made on the spur of the
moment during our stay in the hospital. Every picture was registered by phone, without
prior plan or concept. When we returned home with our son after a week, I made him a
series of portraits. The negatives used in this series have been waiting for over eight years
for this special moment. For this book, I have printed contact photos on a photosensitive
paper. I decided to combine the collected material with memories of pregnancy and
enigmatic illustrations taken from The Space Encyclopedia - A Guide to Astronomy and
Space Research.
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The "Crystal Structures” project involves the process of
growing copper sulphate crystals (CuSO4·5H2O) exposed
to experimental sounds – a sequenced loop and sound
emissions of a specific frequency. The compositions were
prepared in collaboration with Alex Raczyński.

How does the presence of sound aﬀect the development
and growth of crystal structures? Does it determine their
shape? What does the artist learn from the process of
Crystallization and how does this relationship influence
further output and the creation of new works? I try to
answer to these and other questions by illustrating the
carrying out of experiments, resulting artefacts and
fragments taken from the beautifully-edited book
„Przyroda Martwa” ["Dead Nature"] by Władysław
Michalski that I bought in the antiquarian bookshop in
front of my house.

Crystallization processes: principle, method, metaphor, tool
Free creation based on intuition
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"Video wall" (Interactive installation, time-lapse films, audio
pieces).
The video sequences present fragments of registered experiments of the
crystal growing process and video content from the “darkroom/
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Polaroids from a privet collection,
Fuji Instax FP-100C 0.85x10.8 cm

lightroom” series. The average time for completing one experiment is from
one to four days.

5
„Stół roboczy” [Workbench], site-specific installation
Exhibition attendees can interfere in the composition and intuitively

(two panes of glass, prints).

create their own version by means of the U-Control device (midi
interface). Horizontal sliders induce certain frequencies, the knobs are

I builded an installation on the two glass table to show processes of

responsible for the effects, and the 1-9 numeric keypad activates the

Crystallization, real artefacts of experiments confront with visual

sound track once the right number is pressed twice. The musical
compositions are the pieces that were part of the Crystallization
processes. They were created in cooperation with Alex Raczyński.

Set all sliders to the initial position with the value 0 if you want return to
the beginning of sequences The video sequences present fragments of
registered experiments of the crystal growing process and video content
from the “darkroom/lightroom” series. The average time for completing
one experiment is from one to four days.

information about it.

Crystallization processes: principle, method, metaphor, tool
Free creation based on intuition
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"untitled”, lightbox, 90x125 cm

Solution saturation is a prerequisite for crystallization. A non-saturated state is
a state of anticipation of the Crystallization process.
There is a strictly-defined geometric pattern of crystal – the perfect shape a
single crystal aims at. Crystallization occurs within a specific geometric net.
Every crystal has a special pattern. Growth and multiplication are conditioned
by external factors, such as temperature, pressure and space in which the
crystallization and neighboring particles arrangement processes are carried out.
Crystallization defects appear when particles or ions fall on places not
designated for them.

Crystallization processes: principle, method, metaphor, tool
Free creation based on intuition
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“Neon ZPMSKIPF” [Neon of the Processing Plant of Artificial
Materials, Crystallization and Photochemical Processes], a
transparent glass tube filled with argon.
The electric current flows through the neon tube filled with
noble gas, knocking its atoms out of their orbit. Colliding
electrons change the direction of atoms' movement. When
electrons return to their orbit, energy is released in the form of
light.

Artyści/Artists

Group exhibition, picture printed on
linen + light animated by water.
Fotofestival Lodz June 2019.

Milena Soporowska
Carlo Van de Roer
Patrycja Orzechowska
Kuba Woynarowski
Alexander Gehring
Bartłomiej Talaga
Alex Raczyński

POKOJE
ROOMS

Curator: Franek Ammer

The sound of …
Rooms exibtion
Fotofestiwal 2019 / Supernatural

Minor White, Sound of one hand (sequence of 10) , 1957–1962

13-30.06.2019

Art_Inkubator / Tymienieckiego 3

Installation view

According to Minor White’s theory, a picture may be an “equivalent” [Minor White, PSA
Journal, Vol. 29, No. 7, pp. 17–21, 1963] of the internal experience (also spiritual) that the
photographer finds within, right before unveiling the screen behind which the light falls.
Looking further into the American photographer’s theory, it’s the medium —the gelatin
silver print technology— that makes the photographed object a physical item and an abstract
graphic representation at the same time. If the viewer is sensitive and has an open mind for
non- depicting art, he might experiment the polysemy – understood as sound rather than
vision. However, it’s not about a scenario where an unrecognizable at a glance, richly
textured image brings to mind, for example, the cosmos or a porous structure of the microbe.
The essence is the experience: realizing if the recipient has been evoked an experience that
goes beyond the visual reception. Is the viewer’s organism able to react psychosomatically,
by provoking the brain to unleash the reins of reason for the sake of a nondiscursive
exploration that results in a feeling and not an idea? – In a relation to the object, its visuality
that may or may not resonate by means of direct exposure. Can the relation towards an object
transcend the visible? Let’s not name nor talk about what is seen to remain in contact with
the picture, “experience” its image, and encourage venturing into the area delimited by the
photograph The Sound of One Hand Clapping [Pultneyville, NY / 1957 / Minor White],
which has become an inspiration to create the installation in the Rooms exhibition space. It
also sets the beginning of the Sequence of 10 photographs [Sound of One Hand / Sequence of
10 / 1952–1962 / Minor White], which will be accompanied by sound provided by Bartek
Talaga, Alex Raczyński and Adam Suzin.

Viewer / Recipient
point of view
senses
Psychosomatic experience,
physical entry into the space
of photography
Feeling / Understanding
Intuition / Intellect
Performative action / openness
and improvisation

Short pieces of VIDEO performance, interpretations of Minor White, Sound of one hand (sequence of 10) , 1957–1962
LINKS:
https://vimeo.com/424499219
https://vimeo.com/424499124
https://vimeo.com/424499021

Audio performance in Factory of ART Fotofestival 2019, Super Natural.
Raczyński Suzin Talaga

Group exhibition: performance, polaroid,
installation, WIMA in Lodz,
04 – 28.10.2018.

Do it
Evy Marisaldi instruction
Sound records – improvisation and project info:
https://soundcloud.com/bart-omiej-talaga/sets/
do-it-2018-audio-part-bartlomiej-talaga-makingeva-marisaldi-instruction

Group exhibition, sound + installation,
Kobro gallery, ASP [Academy of Art] Łódź,
9 – 29.03.2018.
Curators: Bilge Hasdemir, Eunice Sandoval, Khatia Tchokhonelidze,
Olga Timurgalieva, Tatiana Villacob

here and elsewhere
Non-places
Sound records – improvisation and project info:
01. https://soundcloud.com/bart-omiej-talaga/01-jwp-bt-23-03-18mix-13-56

02. https://soundcloud.com/bart-omiej-talaga/aleksandra-chciukmarcin-garncarek-10844

03. https://soundcloud.com/bart-omiej-talaga/03-maciej-staniecki-29-28

04. https://soundcloud.com/bart-omiej-talaga/04-alex-raczynskibartlomiej-talaga-2814

Video teaser link: https://vimeo.com/424499889

Solo exhibition, phd work graduated in
Lodz Film School, multimedia.
Szklarnia II gallery Filmschool
in Lodz, Fotofestival, June 2017.

Ciemnia/Jaśnia
lightroom/darkroom
Curator: Krzysztof Pijarski

„Abstrakcja 21” [Abstract 21] from the lightroom/darkroom
series (Polaroid 0.85x10.8 cm).

1

/

Principle, geometry, grid, logic, aesthetics of perfection

2

Experiment, accident, fluidity, accidental aesthetics

1
"Sign", project of a symbol for lightroom/darkroom exhibition

The sign, which became the main motif for the entire project, was created
from the construction of two identical circles, where the second passed
through the middle of the first. The common part creates a symbol with
multicultural meaning called "mandorla" (Latin vesica piscis). It introduces
into the exhibition: "[...} which opening brings to mind the structure of rite
of passage, immerses the beholder in an autonomous environment; a word
no so much spread out between darkness and light, as gyrating slowly,
propelled by this contrast." [quote by K. Piarski introduction text for the
exhibition]. Further transformations of the mandorla geometry were used
to create a typeface. It resembles cuneiform and runic writing, while

"Dyfuzja wywoływacza i utrwalacza" [Developer and

maintaining legibility and usability. It has a modular and geometric

stabilizer diffusion] from the lightroom/darkroom

structure like Gothic cathedrals.

series (silver gelatin print on baryta-coated paper 10x12
cm).

2

„Dyfuzja wywoływacza i utrwalacza” is a camera-less
photograph obtained by putting photosensitive paper to
developer and stabilizer solution. Paper processed by the
effect of opposite chemical substances has blackened due
to over-exposition. The unique specimen displayed
between two panes of glass is the result of an experiment
carried out on the prima (basic) materia of photography.

perception study
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„Tablica Snellena” [Snellen chart]
The "Mandorla" font presented in the form of
a board prepared in accordance with the
assumptions of Herman Snellen, which is
used to examine eyesight

View of dark side
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„Foton” [Photon] from the lightroom/darkroom
series. Looped video sequence.
The sequence presents an unstable form of energy
state that, by pulsating and increasingly
glistening, approaches the viewer to suddenly
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disappear.
„Obłok niewiedzy” [The cloud of ignorance] from
the lightroom/darkroom series (Polaroid 0.85x10.8 cm)
Picture exposed without light. This work could
examine what we can see in situation that we can't see
nothing. Image of polaroid was visible only on short
period of time when had light reflection from main

„Lucyferyna” [Luciferin] from the lightroom/
darkroom series. Looped video sequence.
The pulsating form of blue tinge represented an
element of nature that floats, emitting a chemical

5

substance – luciferin. This substance, which
permeates the finger prints of the gently-waving
organism, has been registered by an image sensor
with high ISO sensitivity in complete darkness.

wall video projection.

View of light side

A

The space is used to synchronise particular elements

There is a sound inside the central wall
between light and dark spheres

B
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"On a boat" video object: projection + archival
pigment print on ceramic foil
Screen displaying a looped video sequence that
passed through the transparent matter of the photo
printed on the film. Here are three figures sailing by
boat in the middle of nature, for an unspecified
purpose. From time to time, the light comes on more
strongly and the water pulsates faster. The work
simulates the figurative world. The matter of
flowing time is expressed by the video form, which
shines through the static, frozen moment of
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photography.

“Haiyan” (object: pigment print with white colour
on black through-dyed glass).

Object play with illusion between

The piece is devoted to Typhoon Haiyan, the biggest

non-photographic and non-video forms.

and deadliest tropical cyclone ever recorded.
The object is made from fragments of a satellite
photo generated by NASA’s Worldview app. In
order to achieve the black monolithic surface,
through-dyed glass and DTG with UV printing
technology were used. White pigment was printed
on the black background; the photographic contrast
was accomplished only with tone grading – from the
blackness of the basis to the white multi-layered
printed space.
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Details of "Haiyan" print

Group exhibition,: Bezformie [Non-form], Szklarnia
galleryFilmschool in Lodz (lightbox) 2014,
Terra Incognita, galeria 6x7 (screenshoots picture,
instalation + video), Warsaw 2018.

Curator: Dagmara Bugajczyk

„Niepożą_dane”
Intursive data
In a computer environment – a precise system of
algorithms a case or error should not occur. The
exception is the random function intentionally created.
I collect graphics card random distortions as abstract
messages from the virtual world of machines sent to me.
Registered noise (glitch) makes me aware of
communication difficulties. Randomness is an
unexpected turning point for me; surprises, reveals a gap
in a precise system. Creates a aperture through which
alternative quality enters from parallel dimensions.

